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The political-educational praxis of Luis Emilio
Recabarren (1904–1924)

Cristian Olivares Gatica, J. Fabi�an Cabaluz Ducasse, and Diego Cabezas Bravo

Introduction

This article proposes to analyze, from the pedagogical field, the political-
educational praxis developed by Luis Emilio Recabarren from his political
experience linked to the construction of socialism in Chile between 1904
and 1924. For this, a critical analysis was made of his main writings, where
the elements corresponding to his educational latency were identified. To
show the result of such research, the text was structured in three parts: we
describe the place of education in his political approach; we characterize
some of his most important aspects; and we synthesize the elements that
would configure his educational dimension and influence on the Chilean
left during the twentieth century.
As an initial hypothesis, we argue that during the first decades of the

twentieth century Recabarren implicitly developed an educational process
linked to the construction of socialism in Chile through his speeches, writ-
ings, and political actions, through which he sought to build subjective
tools in the working class, which in turn are necessary to promote such a
revolutionary process. Within this, he considered how and why to educate
the working class, which was linked both to the reading that he constructed
from their material and subjective conditions and to his way of conceiving
socialism. These elements would contribute to explaining not only why the
educational dimension is fundamental in its political construction but
would also be one of the reasons why the socialist labor movement had the
social relevance reached during the 1920s’, and why Recabarren himself
stood out over other contemporaries of his time to the present day. In
short, it is argued that Luis Emilio Recabarren was an educator of socialist
construction in Chile.
In the historiography linked to the Chilean labor movement, Luis Emilio

Recabarren Serrano appears as an unavoidable actor. Born in Valpara�ıso on
July 6 in 1876, he developed a long political career: in 1984 he entered the
Democratic Party (PD) and in 1912 promoted the founding of the Socialist
Workers Party (POS), from which the Communist Party of Chile emerged
without splitting (PCCH) in 1922; He was one of the important leaders of
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the Chilean Workers Federation (FOCH); one of the first workers to be a
representative in the congress and presidential candidate; and promoter of
endless experiences and political ideas that project him, not only as one of
the emblems of the Chilean left today but in one of the most recognized,
influential and representative leaders of the Chilean a socialist labor move-
ment at the beginning of the twentieth century (Jobet, 1955; Valenzuela,
2008; Furci, 2008; Barnard, 2017). A brief historiographic evaluation in this
regard allows two major lines of research to be identified.
The first one is related to the social and political processes he influenced,

contributing to the construction of the labor movement and the formation
of political parties, or getting involved with various actors and social proc-
esses (such as the peasantry or the feminist movement of the time, among
others). This line of research linked to political-social historiography has
addressed the itinerary of how he developed such a contribution, from
where he has been listed as “father, founder, agitator, organizer of the labor
movement,” “leader” or “labor leader,” “representative of the proletariat,”
among others. All this has built his traditional and best-known image: that
of the worker politician (Barr�ıa, 1971; Furci, 2008; Grez, 2011; Hutchison,
1992; Jobet, 1955, 1965; Pinto, 1999, 2013; Ram�ırez, 2007; Salazar, 1994,
2009; Sicilia, 2007; Silva, 2005; Vitale, 2011).
On the other hand, the second line is related to the configuration of his

political thought, focusing on biographical elements, the foundation and
description of his political construction, which has been approached from
the political-social history and ideas (�Alvarez, 2012, 2014; Barr�ıa et al.,
1971; Cruzat & Tironi, 1999; Dev�es, 1991, 2012; Furci, 2008; Jobet, 1971;
L€owy, 2007; Loyola et al., 2000, 2007; Massardo, 2009, 2013; Quiroz, 2011;
Salazar, 2003). Within this scope, in most of the researches reviewed, the
relevance Recabarren gave to education in his political construction linked
to socialism in Chile stands out as a commonplace, even indicating it dir-
ectly as an “educator” or “teacher of the people,” the recognition that
would go beyond academic research, becoming part of the culture and
popular imaginary.1 However, none of the research approached this
“Recabarren educator” as an object of study, nor did they considered the
pedagogical field2 in their analysis, which would explain why the figure of
a “fragmented educator” emerges from them, as they remain without inte-
grating his discourse and educational action to his political construction.
We would like to clarify the concepts. Alfonso Torres (2016) explains

that education is an intentional social action through which a subject (indi-
vidual or collective, institutional or not) seeks to influence the ways of
knowing, assessing, or acting on other subjects; while pedagogy is limited
to systematically explain and develop the theoretical and practical reflection
of the relationship between the one who educates and who is being

2 C. O. GATICA ET AL.



educated. In this way, although pedagogy would be an aspect of education,
education does not necessarily imply pedagogical reflection/practice, nor
does being an educator mean being a pedagog.
Since the author’s understanding is given about other social fields, the

pedagogical relationship raised between those who educate and the ones
educated can occur both inside and outside the school area. As Antonio
Gramsci (1971) points out, this relationship can also occur, between the
mass media and the population, governments, and citizens, political parties,
and their militants, between leaders and followers, etc. As we address such
a relationship, it is that Recabarren can be analyzed pedagogically, despite
being an educator and not a pedagog, as he did not place himself from the
pedagogical field when deploying his political-educational work. All the
previously proposed requires and clarifies three methodological elements to
consider in this opportunity:

1. Because of the importance given by Historiography to educational mat-
ters in his political deployment, this article will be limited only to the
educational relationships that he developed for the construction of
socialism in Chile between 1904 and 1924, a period that includes his
definition as a socialist until his suicide.

2. Based on the above, analyzing a social fact from the pedagogical field
necessarily implies going beyond what is explicitly educational. In our
case, it means considering what Recabarren talks about education, but
also his implicit references developed in his approaches and educational
experiences. In other words, this implies considering his educational
latency, that is, the hidden but present educational dimension, both in
their writings and in their political actions.

3. Finally, the inseparable link between the theoretical and the practical of
the educational latency of political construction is what in this oppor-
tunity is verbalized as political-educational praxis. This would be the
main object to be addressed on this occasion, as it contributes to over-
coming the figure of the “fragmented educator” mentioned above and,
therefore, would allow analyzing the educational dimension of
Recabarren as a whole.

The place of education in the political approach of Luis
Emilio Recabarren

The political-educational praxis of Luis Emilio Recabarren must be
embedded in a set of educational and cultural practices and experiences
developed in Chile and Latin America between the last decades of the nine-
teenth century and the first decades of the twentieth century (1880–1920),
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a period in which emerged and unfolded the first organizational, cultural
and educational experiences inscribed in the nascent labor and popular
movement in the continent. These experiences were inspired mainly by for-
mulations associated with utopian socialism; anarchism and particularly the
experience of the rationalist school promoted by Francisco Ferrer i
Guardia; and by Marxism. During this historical period, experiences of pri-
mary, secondary, and even university education were generated managed
by the organizations of working-class themselves, the category of self-edu-
cation was claimed, as a way to dispute the schooling model of the elites
and as a way of pointing out that the only education relevant to the work-
ing class would be the one raised and sustained by the working class itself.
In turn, popular libraries, study centers, workers “circles, workers” theater
companies, popular choirs, among others, were created, in which a compre-
hensive education was committed, based on the principles of solidarity,
mutual aid, anti-authoritarianism; moreover, they were spaces in which
work in workshops and orchards were encouraged, co-education was prac-
ticed, scientific, manual and agrarian knowledge was articulated, secular
education was promoted, among other practices. The vigorousness of this
set of educational spaces served to mitigate the qualitative and quantitative
deficiency of state education, and in turn, allowed the popular movement
to advance in the configuration of alternatives to state education (Acri
et al., 2013; Cabaluz, 2019; Reyes, 2014).
So then, entering fully into Recabarren’s work, it should be noted that

toward 1904, in an open letter, the anarchist Alejandro Escobar y Carvallo
openly questions Luis Emilio Recabarren about his political definition: “Are
you a socialist? Are you an anarchist? Are you a democrat? I do not know.
But I figure all three things at once. For your writings, for your work and for
your promises, you are triple” (2016, p. 299). Recabarren perceived the pol-
itical intentions Escobar and Carvallo had with it, so his response is cat-
egorical: “What am I? That is to say, in what school do I militate? I am a
revolutionary socialist! That is what my writings and my work indicate (… )
What purpose or objective do all socialist schools pursue? (… ): ‘Proletarian
happiness, to reach universal happiness’” (2016, p. 304).
This is the first time Recabarren openly defines himself as a socialist.

However, at that time, being part of the PD, he still assimilated the notions
of democracy and socialism as complementary elements (Massardo, 2013).
For this reason, while pointing out what the purpose of socialism would
be, it still lacks clear foundations as to what it would consist of. A complete
approach to this is found in a publication he made when he already broke
with the PD to found the POS in 1912:

Socialism is a doctrine of precise and defined structure, which aims to modify the
current defective customs, proposing others more perfect (… ) If socialism is the
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abolition of imaginary rights over private property, socialism is then presented as a
doctrine of perfect justice, true love, and progressive individual and moral
improvement (… ). Socialism is, therefore, from the social point of view, a doctrine
of feelings of justice and moral that aims to suppress all the misfortunes caused by
the bad organization of today’s society.3

Although Recabarren understood that socialism implied the abolition of
private property and, with it, he presents glimpses that perhaps could be
linked to a historical materialist perspective. It is possible to identify
throughout his work an emphasis on the subjective dimension and every
day, elements that are constantly repeated when referring to socialism. For
example, a few years later around 1916, he writes:

What is socialism? Socialism is only progress taken everywhere where progress is
necessary. It is sought first for the poor because they are the ones who need more
than others for progress.

Progress is well-being and comfort: It is health and joy. That is why we want
progress for the poor classes: that is why we take socialist propaganda to the heart of
the people.4

Why would he have given relevance to subjective and everyday matters?
Initially, two elements could be pointed out. On the one hand, as a result
of his study and experience in the labor movement, he was convinced that
it was the working class as a whole who should govern and promote the
revolutionary process, so he paraphrased Marx by constantly expressing:
“The emancipation of workers must be the work of the workers themselves.”
This element would lead him to conceive basic socialism that implied the
strengthening of the working class “in itself” and “for itself,” until generat-
ing the necessary conditions to displace the political and economic struc-
tures of domination, exploitation, and alienation that marginalize it. That
was the reason Gabriel Salazar (2003) stated that, in short, what Recabarren
did was to develop a political approach that went from conceiving commu-
nal socialism to a constituent one.5

This way of conceiving socialism led him to analyze the working class in
its condition of oppression, exploitation, and alienation, which would
explain the second element about his emphasis or approach to everyday
matters and the subjective: Recabarren realized that it was not possible to
build that people-based socialism, without eradicating in this process the
“vises” present in the workers (alcoholism, gambling, brothels, political
bribery, male chauvinism, individualism, indifference, among others). Then,
as Julio Pinto (2007) would point out, these vises complicated the strength-
ening of workers’ organizations in socialist construction.
In this way, two central elements of his political approach can be enunci-

ated. On the one hand, his way of understanding socialism was anchored
to his reading of both material and subjective reality of the working class,
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and in particular of the working class. On the other hand, such reading
implied the construction of an ideal of workers that exceeded such “vises,”
so that they were able to promote a revolutionary process: a “revolutionary
socialist worker” who had the characteristics necessary to conquer
“proletarian happiness, to reach universal happiness.”
This situation led him to constantly reflect on how to generate such sub-

jective conditions in them. In this context, it is clear that culture and edu-
cation were a central key in his political approach, because if socialism
would be the work of the working class as a whole, how would they
achieve it under their condition of alienation, oppression, and exploitation?:
“The more rapidly we advance culture and education, together with the
organization of workers, the closer, much closer, we will be to the future, and
therefore of Socialism.”6 This idea that socialist construction goes hand in
hand with the development of culture and education is repetitive when he
addresses the question of “how?” And “what to do?” to achieve it. An
example of this is when, around 1916, he wonders about how socialist ideas
would be imposed, to which he responds:

(… ) Little by little, as events allow.

A single circumstance, among others, give definitive triumphant step to socialism,
and the people: education and culture. That is why the Socialist Party distributes
instruction, illustration, and culture through its own press, conferences, socialist
theater with educational plays.

And as the action of education progresses despite everything, socialism gradually
penetrates the world without any inconvenience stopping its progress.7

In this way, it can be evidenced that in Recabarren’s perspective, educa-
tion and culture constitute a fundamental element for the construction of
socialism. Being more specific, in his approach, he conceived that changes
in the economic and political sphere for socialist construction necessarily
required a parallel onslaught in the field of culture and education, which
was probably due to the diagnosis he made of the material conditions and
subjective of the Chilean working class of the early twentieth century, as a
historical subject responsible for leading the revolutionary process, and
their way of conceiving socialism.

Political-educational praxis of the political construction of Recabarren

An important element of the political-educational praxis of Recabarren to
point out is that, because of his way of conceiving socialism, in his work,
the empowerment of the working class appears as central, as a strategic
element that would allow building the necessary force to overcome the
structures of exploitation and oppression:
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When the union manages to improve the intellectual capacity, when it manages to
increase the intelligence of each of its affiliates, then each affiliate understands that
their individual and collective strength is able to obtain, for now, the advantages and
improvements that we have just talked about (of “mutual” type), and on those bases
or conquests, the affiliates realize that they are immediately acquiring the ability to
eliminate the exploiting class, absorbing it and rendering it useless with the progress
of their forces in motion and development.8

In this way, the development of such intelligence appears in Recabarren
as a fundamental pillar for his political construction. How did he try to
develop it? Synthetically, it could be grouped into two main guidelines:

1. Using writing and orality: he writes and publishes books, brochures,
speeches, articles and promotes the foundation of many workers’ news-
papers. Among the content of his writings, we can highlight question-
ings to bourgeois ideology; the constant denunciation of oppression and
the conditions of the working class; approaches to problems affecting
women and proletarian children to be included in the trade union and
political struggle; the use of the expression of “both sexes,” evidencing
the intention of addressing the working class as a whole and not only
men, who problematized, explained concepts, presented discussions,
lines of action, etc.; and talked about a wide range of issues linked to
the world’s workers struggles, science, industry technology, and know-
ledge of nature, literary and artistic trends that reflect the life of work
and social struggle, among others, despite not having finished his
schooling.9 In turn, given that not all workers read or knew how to do
it, he spoke by giving talks, conversations, speeches, etc., or even took
advantage of daily or private moments to discuss the issues before men-
tioned. In this way, through both means, Recabarren deployed an edu-
cational work through which he sought to make the working class
visible, act and position itself in the class struggle, in addition to other
issues that will lead him to know beyond his intimate world.

2. Promoting from the unions the creation of educational spaces of sports,
artistic, cultural, school, and economic nature: to replace the “vises” of
the workers, he encouraged the practice of various sports, artistic and
cultural activities (workers’ theater, music, philharmonics, hopscotch,
etc.), to raise awareness. It is an education that, responding to the char-
acteristics of the working class, also develops from enjoyment and recre-
ation to contribute to the strengthening of both the proletarian
conscience and the social fabric. A particular feature was that the
unions were responsible for promoting these activities, so they were not
only considered by Recabarren as instruments of struggle for the con-
quest of labor rights but also creators of a “counter-culture” (Vitale,
2011). Therefore, they were not only responsible for developing such
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activities, but also for building their own Rationalist Schools (adminis-
tratively and economically self-managed by the FOCH) so that the
working class created its own schooling from a scientific perspective,
with the perspective of replacing the dominant one (Reyes, 2009, 2014;
Rojas, 2010). In addition, it was from the unions themselves where the
creation of cooperatives was promoted (where economic learning could
be generated), and the political participation of workers in their organi-
zations was encouraged (such as FOCH and the political parties they
formed, among others). Thus, it could be interpreted that Recabarren
conceived unions as “schools of socialist life:” spaces where new social
relations and subjectivities would be forged to consolidate their own
socialist ways of conceiving and acting in the world.

However, both guidelines should be understood within the political con-
struction strategy promoted by Recabarren. On the one hand, through
FOCH and the unions that formed it, he deployed a line of action linked
to the mobilization, agitation, propaganda, political formation, and
strengthening of a new culture. On the other hand, in an articulated way,
he developed a line of action at the institutional level through the founda-
tion of political parties—the POS and the PCCH, which allowed him to be
one of the first workers to apply for the presidency and become a member
of parliament thanks to the alliance policy he established, being able to
occupy that space as a platform to denounce the politics of the bourgeoisie
and defend the socialist construction of the working class.
In this way, his political approach articulated self-management with the

political-institutional to advance in the construction of socialism, which he
developed through the leadership of one of the main workers’ organiza-
tions—FOCH—and the creation of political instruments necessary to give
the electoral and institutional dispute—the parties. This way of doing polit-
ics could have been the support that ultimately allowed him the develop-
ment of the aforementioned educational practices, which had to affect both
the individual and the collective, as it can be seen in his questions about
how to build socialism:

How will socialism be achieved? Only with individual progress, which will make the
collective progress of humanity. As long as the individual and society do not
progress, socialism will not succeed. And to achieve all this total aspiration, it is that
the socialists organize themselves, as explained in these pages; to educate and
improve within the organization and to make this organization the basis, principle,
and form of the organization of the human society of the future susceptible to
superior perfections as time imposes.10

In this way, for Recabarren, the organizations created from the working
class and his political action in itself would be the fundamental educational
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space and process, as it would be from where the necessary material and
subjective conditions could be generated, allowing the strengthening of the
intelligence of his main educational subject—the working class—who, being
the one in charge of raising and sustaining such experiences, would educate
itself for the construction of communal and constituent base socialism.
Considering the above, we could then argue that such intelligence was

proposed, in summary: by developing their own economic capacity (collect-
ively manage the means of production and reproduction of social life),
political capacity (self-govern and transform the state structure), and
produce their own culture and knowledge (popular science, art, and own
schools). Given that the development of this intelligence would address
such dimensions, it is proposed that, in short, what Recabarren set out was
to strengthen the collective power of the working class.
It would be this element, implicitly present in the political approaches

and practices developed by Recabarren, that would allow the working class
to at some time administer society for its complete realization, or as he
would comprise in the following approach: “Socialism means to arm the
people with intelligence so that they know how to conquer happiness.”11 That
is to say, that far from any teleological approach, in Recabarren’s perspec-
tive, socialism would not be a victory to reach after a triumphant act by
the seizure of power, after “red dawn,” a utopia at some time to enjoy; but
it would be a prefigurative and daring exercise of struggle, organization,
and education to be developed from now on, by which the intelligence and
collective power of the working class would be strengthened.
There is a methodological feature to highlight in these practices: a large

part of Recabarren’s texts have the particularity of starting from the work-
ing-class reality, being simple and deep at the same time, and of consider-
ing the fundamental purpose of contributing to the political formation of
the working class as a whole through various means. To exemplify what
has been said, we have the text where Recabarren responds to Escobar
and Carvallo:

What purpose or objective do all socialist schools pursue? I say in turn, and I
answer: The end they say is pursued by socialists, democrats, anarchists, and others,
is, looking for the most appropriate term for all: “proletarian happiness, to reach
universal happiness.”

(… ) To reach that end, means are chosen. In clearer terms, to reach that end,
everyone who wants to go there takes a carriage. Some take anarchism, others
socialism, others, Christianity, etc.

But before getting there, there is a wall called the bourgeoisie and its annexes, which
hinder the passage of all who go. All the carriages come to the foot of the wall, the
people get off, and instead of putting all their shoulders to knock it down with a
blow, we start to discuss what means we should use to go to the other side and reach
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the end; some think for opening a gate, others for climbing it and others for
knocking it down and during the discussion they quarrel and while around that they
waste time, the guard of that wall fires their machine guns without mercy over those
who discuss the means of crossing it.

Excuse the painting, but I am not capable of anything else.

I think that if we all agree that it is necessary to go to the other side of the wall,
each one passes as their conscience tells them better. While some verify the passage
of the wall, those who watch and wait their turn, with the criteria they have, will
imitate the means that their forces and faculties deem convenient.

Well, if you, who intend to jump over it with the risk of breaking, insult me instead
of convincing me that I do wrong, in your opinion, by trying to pass it by means of
a ladder, I do not consider the procedure reasonable.

This is what is happening today in the universal proletariat. And since I am
convinced of this, I do not grant anyone the right to insult and offend me for this
cause. (2016, pp. 304–305)

The text shows that both the content and how it is presented, account
for a political and pedagogical clarity that has emerged from his studies
and working-class and political experience, and even from the beginning of
his definition as a socialist. This can be seen in “the painting” that he
describes, in which to explain the theoretical-political discussion about the
means and ends carried out between anarchists and Marxists, he uses the
metaphor of “the wall” and “the carriages” to propose a way to overcome
such disagreement: respect the different revolutionary processes promoted
by the working class and come together in a broader one.
This “painting,” in turn, shows two elements that are also persistent in

his work. Even when it is directed at a particular person, it is always
directed at a collective subject; plus, he appeals to the most daily and con-
crete reality of the workers to validate his approaches. It is not a minor
element when he talks about “Some take anarchism, others socialism,
others Christianity, etc.”; he is characterizing the diversity of the working
world. The same happens when he points out that while time is wasted
arguing about what to do with the “wall” from each “carriage,” “the guard
of that wall fires their machine guns without mercy over those who discuss
the means of crossing it.” He is in fact appealing to the social memory of
the workers by making visible the massacres that they have been suffering
since the nineteenth century as a result of their confrontation with the
employer class; and, at the same time, he is pointing out their inability to
give a common response as a working class.
All these elements that demonstrate deep and daily knowledge, together

with the close link that Recabarren had with the proletarian sectors when
emerging from that world, account for a leader and educator worker who
was formed intellectually and politically walking at the pace of the popular
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movement. This fact would explain his applied methodology to educate,
and the content of his texts, speeches, and actions. He came and was
formed within the social relations developed in unions, making him then
not only an educator of the labor movement but at the same time a stu-
dent. He is an educator educated in the daily relations of the popular
world; a “teacher with distinction,” according to Paulo Freire (2004), an
educator-educating, a popular educator.
He is not the master-messiah who “comes down” to enlighten the prole-

tarian masses: he is a worker who, learning from his own reality through
his self-taught studies on Marxism, theory, and political economy, manages
to understand both his historical situation as part of a social class. He gives
importance to the way workers manage to see themselves to overcome their
unworthy social conditions, a process in which (self) education “in itself”
and “for itself” constitutes a fundamental element. It is from this position
that one of his greatest contributions was not “creating” a certain educa-
tion, but “empowering” the one the working class had been developing
since the mid-nineteenth century, implying then that his way of conceiving
socialism—Paraphrasing Mari�ategui—it was not by “tracing or copying” the
European tradition, but a local translation of his own to make the revolu-
tion: it is a “Chilean-style socialist perspective,” a “Recarenean socialism”
that included as an essential element to enhance the educational dimension
of the workers.

Glimpses of the educator Recabarren and his influence on the
Chilean left

What has been presented so far allows us to suggest that the educational
work carried out implicitly by Recabarren through his speeches, writings,
and political actions, would have the purpose of strengthening the intelli-
gence of the working class for the development of their collective power.
This element would be the main subjective tool to be strengthened to build
socialism; such perspective was the result of his particular way of under-
standing it and the reading he made about the material and subjective con-
ditions of the working world. Raising some initial categories that could
characterize his figure as a worker educator, at least three could be pointed
out, which would cross his economic, political, and cultural/school spheres:

a. The importance he gave to awareness-raising, in terms of visibility and
positioning in the class struggle (with a clear call for action and the
organization of the workers), political formation, and eradication of
“vises” for the construction of socialist life.12
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b. The constant impulse to omnilateral self-education, expressed in his
intention that all the actions that he developed and promoted (writing,
reading, studying, founding newspapers, demonstrating, creating unions,
organizing activities, etc.) when developing from unions, should be a
collective educational process carried out by all the militants, even in
their private or daily life, without division between the intellectual and
the manual.13

c. The prefigurative education expressed in that, through his daily political
approach and construction, he sought to generate learning in the work-
ing class allowing the construction of socialism from the immediate
material and subjective conditions, putting into practice how the work-
ing class could self-educate to replace the hegemonic structures and
govern themselves.14

Based on what has been raised, it can be argued that the political-
educational practice of Luis Emilio Recabarren is linked to that of numer-
ous political referents linked to the popular movement, socialist leaders,
and worker educators in Latin America. Just to reference some, we believe
that in the life and work of Julio Antonio Mella, Farabundo Mart�ı, and
Jos�e Carlos Mari�ategui, points of similarity can be found with respect to
the relevance of education and culture for the education of the people
(Puiggr�os, 1998, 2010).
Now, returning to our author, it is important to add that, although,

toward 1920 we were in the presence of a rising and self-sufficient workers’
movement, with social relevance that had never been achieved before, the
political-educational results were not as expected, since it was not possible
to build socialism. However, there is an underlying educational problem
that Recabarren implicitly addresses in his reflections: How, from the edu-
cational point of view, can we contribute to the creation of a social system
that overcomes the different hegemonic structures, where the people play
the lead role in this revolutionary process? How can we identify the know-
ledge necessary to build and manage that society? How can we create
knowledge under the conditions of exploitation, alienation, and oppression
in which we live? How can we build a new consciousness and social rela-
tionships within that society?
It is clear that Recabarren’s response, at the time, was not entirely satis-

factory: it was not enough to strengthen from his organizations and
through political action the intelligence of the working class for the con-
struction of socialism. Nevertheless, these actions generated learnings that
were forging identities and social relationships that enhanced the collective
power of various groups of the Chilean working class. This fact accounts

12 C. O. GATICA ET AL.



for a “Rebarraean political culture” that integrates a self-managed perspec-
tive together with another institutional one.
Being the product of basic socialist construction, this political culture set-

tled within some groups of the Chilean left, which coexisted, dialogued,
and confronted others at different times and with varying intensities during
the twentieth century, is reflected in an endless number of expressions that
showed the strength of the working class, its capacity for organization,
training and real conviction of being able to economically and politically
administer a country.
We are conscious that it is quite difficult to measure the long-term

impact of Recabarren himself as he developed an educational-political prac-
tice linked with education toward the working class, but as part of a major
collective historical process. He worked not only to develop a certain dis-
course but the very conditions for that discourse to be put into practice. As
so, he, as an educator, triggered and was part of the collective process; then
it would be a major and uncountable task to account for the impact of
Recabarren as an individual. Even more, if we attempted so, we might fall
into mistake saying the working-class movement of the 20’s was solely
impulsed by him, which we know is not true; he was an important part of
it, but not the reason for its emergence.
In short, we argue that the analyzed political-educational praxis became

not only a fundamental aspect of Recabarren’s political construction but
also influenced the development of the Chilean left after his death. Given
the close link that he had with the socialist labor movement during the first
decades of the twentieth century, we can affirm that he contributed to the
working-class achievement of political relevance, mainly through the
political and educational influence that he developed. For this reason,
the political-educational factor would be what differentiates Recabarren
from other political leaders of the time, and what contributes to explaining
his significance to this day.
For this reason, Luis Emilio Recabarren is considered an educator of the

socialist construction in Chile, which allows him to be part of the diverse
emancipatory educational traditions of Latin America, with a special contri-
bution: his political-educational praxis contributes to the discussion about
how to learn, teach and develop the collective exercise of power from the
popular sectors.

Notes

1. In this regard, Jaime Massardo points out: “From Recabarren you could say what
Romain Rolland wrote about Antonio Gramsci: “il fait le maitre enseignant de la
r�evolution prol�etarienne.” (… ) It is precisely through this image of maitre enseignant
that the poems of Pablo Neruda and Andr�es Sabella, the mural paintings of David
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Alfaro Siqueiros, the drawings of Jos�e Venturelli, the sculptures of Samuel Rom�an
Rojas and Marcelo Cerda or songs by “Violeta Parra and V�ıctor Jara recognize
Recabarren” (Massardo, 2013, p. 20).

2. Taking elements posed by Pierre Bourdieu, the pedagogical field would imply three
elements: analyzing the sphere of pedagogical action/reflection in an articulated and
crossed way with and by other social fields (economic, political, cultural, etc.);
understanding such a sphere as a co-constitutive and relatively autonomous
dimension of social totality; and recognizing that pedagogy is crossed by different
intentions and power struggles that not only evidences the relationship between
knowledge and power, but would make visible its inherent political and philosophical
dimension. To deepen the conception of the pedagogical field, it is recommended to
review Cabaluz (2015).

3. “El socialismo: >Qu�e es y c�omo se realizar�a?” El Despertar, Iquique, 1912.
4. “>Qu�e es el socialismo?” La Aurora, Taltal, 1916.
5. Communal socialism would imply to develop to the maximum the content of the

mutualist and communal tradition that the labor movement had been forging since
the second half of the nineteenth century, so much so that, at a given historical
moment, the substitution from the exploiting model to a socialist one became possible
and feasible. As a continuation of that process, Recabarren would address the
reflection on how to achieve such a substitution institutionally, which was why he
would write a proposal for a political constitution that would be from where—as a
working class—they could generate the legal conditions that would allow
strengthening what “from below” they had been developing for several decades of
struggle and construction; that is, from where they could “build” their sovereign
power on a larger scale. To go deeper, review Salazar (2003).

6. See note 3 above.
7. See note 4 above.
8. Lo que da la Federaci�on Obrera de Chile por medio de sus Consejos Federales,

Antofagasta, 1921.
9. To deepen the content, it is recommended to review Cruzat and Dev�es (2015).
10. “>C�omo se realizar�a el socialismo?” [Continuation]. La Aurora, Taltal, 1916.
11. “Buen servidor de la burgues�ıa.” El Despertar, Taltal, 1914.
12. To deepen the concept of awareness-raising, we propose to review Freire (2002).
13. To deepen the concept of omnilaterality applied to the educational field from

Marxism, we recommend to review Casagrande (2007) and Manacorda (1969).
14. To deepen the concept of prefigurative education, we propose to review

Ouvi~na (2010).
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